
art as experience

Through the eye of the beholder .



 
HOW MATERIALS
AND TECHNIQUES
CREATE  STYLE
AND CONTRIBUTE 
TO  MEANING 

HOW ARTISTS USE
MATERIALS AND
TECHNIQUES TO
CREATE DIFFERENT 
ARTISTIC EFFECTS

HOW ARTISTS USE
MATERIALS AND
TECHNIQUES TO
CREATE DIFFERENT
ARTISTIC EFFECTS

STYLE 
THE OUTCOME OF THE ARTIST’S USE OF MATERIALS 
AND TECHNIQUES. THE SENSORY, FORMAL AND 
EXPRESSIVE QUALITIES OF THE ART WORK

MATERIALS: PHYSICAL RESOURCES USED TO  CREATE 
ART,PAINT, STONE. PASTELS FIBRE, CLAY.
TECHNIQUES: HOW THESE MATERIALS ARE USED 
DURING THE CREATIVE PROCESS.



Symbols in Art

Looking is one thing, but seeing and
understanding what you are looking at is
something else altogether.



Some definitions

Reference : http://www.artlex.com/ArtLex/I.html#anchor7080622

Symbol- A form or image implying or representing something beyond its obvious
or immediate meaning. Visual images used to communicate complex or abstract
ideas.

Image - A picture, idea, or impression of a person, thing, or idea; or a mental
picture of a person, thing, or idea. The word imagery refers to a group or body of
related images.

Semiotics- Includes studies of iconology, as well as studies of iconography and
typology.

Icon - Loosely, a picture; a sculpture, or even a building, when regarded as an
object of veneration.
http://www.artlex.com/ArtLex/ij/icon.html

Iconology - The branch of knowledge which deals with the subject of icons (or
images); Or, symbolical representation; symbolism.



SYMBOL:  A form, image or subject
representing a meaning other than

the one with which it is usually
associated.



Throughout history, How did artists visualise ideas such as plague,death and power?

The answer: They developed clear and simple visual signs to make each of these concepts easily understood
by the viewer.These visual references to abstract ideas are called symbols. They functioned like a visual
language to be “read” by viewers in the same way that they read the words in a sentence.
Symbols communicated messages and meanings in a visual form to members of a society or culture.

Section from a Book of the Dead
Thebes, Dynasty 21, ca. 1070-945 B.C.
Painted and inscribed papyrus, h. (of illustrated section) 13 3/4
in.
Rogers Fund, 1930

An Example:

The scene depicted here shows the climax of the journey to the
afterlife. Nany is in the Hall of Judgment. Holding her mouth and
eyes in her hand, she stands to the left of a large scale. Her heart
is being weighed against Maat, the goddess of justice and truth,
who is represented as a tiny figure wearing her symbol, a single
large feather, in her headband. On the right, Osiris, god of the
underworld and rebirth, presides over the scene. He is identified
by his tall crown with a knob at the top, by his long curving beard,
his crook, and by his body, which appears to be wrapped like a
mummy except for his hands. At his back hangs a menat as
counterweight for his collar. In front of him is an offering of a
joint of beef. Jackal-headed Anubis, overseer of mummification,
adjusts the scales, while a baboon--symbolizing Thoth, the god
of wisdom and writing - sits on the balance beam and prepares to
write down the result. Behind Nany stands the goddess Isis, both
wife and sister of Osiris. She is identified by the hieroglyph above
her head.



LEARNING ACTIVITY
• Brainstorm as many symbols as you can think of in one minute.

• Classify the symbols into groups i.e.every day signs, sacred, dream ,
culturally significant, etc.

• Make a list of personal symbols that represent you research the
meaning behind following symbols. Yin-yang,  the Celtic cross , the
circle and your own zodiac sign.

• Make a list of symbols that represent  Australia . What do they mean?
Do they represent  all Australians or just some?.  Would they have
been significant symbols 20 years ago  ; 100 years ago?; 250 years
ago?

• Symbols can loose their power & meaning over time, or their
meaning may change with time. Research the history of the swastika
symbol.



Do you recognize this Australian symbol?
The Eureka flag is currently housed at the Ballarat Fine Art Gallery.

Historians have called it “the
most significant historical
artifact in Australia” and “one
of Australia’s most
recognizable symbols.”
G.Blainey.

• briefly discuss the history of
Eureka and the flag?
•  why has the flag become
such an important symbol to
Australia? What did it represent
then & what does it represent
now?
•  Is the Eureka flag more than
a symbol now? Is it an icon?
Why?

“Eureka might be called the
finest thing in Australian
history.” Mark Twain, 1897.



 “The crest of a flower or the pattern of the lichen may or may
not be significant symbols. But there is no stone in the street
and no brick in the wall that is not actually a deliberate symbol –
a message from some man, as much as if it were a telegram or a
post card.”

G.K. Chesterton, The Defendant, 1901 in http://www.artlexs.om 2004, Artlex – Art
Dictionary.

•  symbols function as a visual language for
viewer to  “read.”

•  in the past people generally were not
literate therefore cultural meaning was
communicated and interpreted at various
levels,  through well recognized symbols.

• Egyptian artworks & hieroglyphics is rich
with symbolism often relating to life after
death.



Symbols represent,  and travel across all cultures and times –
they represent universal ideals and beliefs – truth, justice,
love, death etc. and provide a meaning for life

Pre-modern  art, in any culture,  was not made for it’s own
sake, but rather to perform specific social functions, to
maintain traditions -pass on  meaning through time &
generations
• to protect
• to commemorate
• as a propaganda/power tool – who commissioned the artist!!

Symbols were recognized as powerful tools, central to the
message being communicated – a powerful manipulative
weapon to those in control!
• symbols often stirred the viewer’s deep emotions.
• symbols often used  to exalt, inspire and educate the viewer
•  all cultures  contain  symbols that are peculiar to it.
• artifacts from all civilizations indicate a intimate relationship
between religion and symbolism



Throughout the centuries, Western art is dominated by
themes that were rich in symbolism and strong visual
messages. They included:
portraits, scenes of everyday life, historical events,
landscapes, still-life, Christian values/beliefs and
Greek/Roman mythology –Early Christian art was
strongly symbolic.
• doves-peace, the Holy Spirit
• fish – Christians
• peacocks – eternal life, the Resurrection
• pelican – Christ, self sacrifice
• halo – divine radiance
• sacrificial lamb – martyrdom

Research Task –
Go to
http://home.att.net/~wegast/symbols/symbols.htm and
select three other common symbols seen in Christian art
and research their meaning. Find examples of artworks,
designs, architectures that displays them.
Discuss why the artist chose those particular
symbols.Relate it to the historical  time the work was
produced in.



The social function of Italian Renaissance
artist Benedetto Bonfigli’s banner, The
Madonna of Mercy (1420 –1496) (Tempera
on canvas)  was to protect the city of Perugia
from plague. PROTECTIVE symbolism.

• the hail of arrows symbolizes the plague
• the skeleton with wings symbolizes death
• the swords held by the angels symbolize
God’s justice and authority
• the Virgin and her out held mantle
symbolizes her protective power to shield
the villagers
• plants on the Virgin’s clothing are
symbolic -  life cycle, rebirth., mother nature
- nurture
• other saints also assist – their halos
symbolizing divine radiance

• Put this artwork into it’s historical
framework. What was happening in Europe
at the time it was painted ?



Jan van Eyck  (1390 – 1441)
The Arnolfini Marriage – 1434. Oil on panel
National Gallery, London.

Analysing Space and Balance in Art
Space is one of the most important considerations in
creating and responding to an art work since it relates
directly to the way that we function in real space and
time.
In this art work the perspective is visible as a series of
lines running from the foreground to background.
These lines form  a kind of grid that organises all
objects around a central point and plots their precise
distance according to how far away they are from the
picture surface. As these grid lines recede into the
distance they converge on to a central vanishing point.
In this painting †he vanishing point is in the centre of
the mirror.
This system  of organising space is called linear
perspective.
•http://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/
•http://www.artlex.com

Linear Perspective : a mathematical system  used for measuring and
representing space in art developed during the Renaissance in order to
create the illusion of depth in a two dimensional art work.



van Eyck (Dutch, died 1441), The Arnolfini Marriage
[The Betrothal of Giovanni Arnolfini and Giovanna
Cenami], 1434, oil on wood panel, 81.8 x 59.7 cm,
National Gallery, London. The bride to be has placed
her right hand into the left hand of her fiancé to
symbolize their intention to wed.
Some of the other symbols:fruits on the windowsill
symbolize fertility and original sin, a candle burning in
the daylight acknowledges faith in God as well as his
all-seeing eye.

A dog symbolizes love and
fidelity,

A pair of white
slippers symbolize the
sanctity of marriage

A convex mirror hangs on the wall
behind the bride and groom. In this
mirror is a reflection of the backs of
the principal figures, accompanied
by those of the painter and another
man who witness the betrothal. The
frame of the mirror contains ten
medallions portraying scenes from
the life of Christ. See convex, Dutch
art, frame, and mirror.

Symbols and society: symbol - a  form, image or subject representing a meaning other than the one with which it is usually associated.



Over the past three hundred years, the western world
has gradually become more scientific in it’s thinking and
understanding of the world.  New knowledge is reflected
in the artworks of modern times. Many artists have
rejected the old social values, techniques and mediums
of the past and have chosen to explore  individual
experiences,  emotions, dreams and personal values,
rather than the accepted cultural values of their time.
Much contemporary artwork questions and challenges
social issues and traditional beliefs by employing
symbols in new ways.

It may confront and challenge the viewer by using
symbols in unusual and sometimes disturbing way, and
always actively encourages a personal response.



Frieda Kahlo  - 1940
 Oil on canvas

RESEARCH TASK –
Native and imported Catholic symbols
converge in Kahlo’s self portrait to create
an interrelated image. What do the
monkey, black cat, thorn necklace, dead
hummingbird and butterflies symbolize,
why did Kahlo use them and what is the
artist’s intended message? Research
Kahlo’s bibliography to put her use of
symbols into a historical and personal
framework.

•http://www.artcylopedia.com/artists/kahlo_frid
a.html
•http://www.fridakahlo.it/
•http://wwar.com/masters.html
•Senior Artwise Visual Arts 11- 12, 2000,Glenis
Israel, Jacaranda, Aust. Ch 18



Arthur Boyd
Crucifixion and Rose, 1979-80
Oil on Canvas

In the river a single rose floats by an
Australian crucifixion scene.
• In Christian iconology, the rose
represents the Virgin Mary
• A rose may also symbolize purity,
virginity or celestial happiness
• What does Boyd intend the rose to
symbolize? Discuss the implied
meaning.

•LEARNING TASK –
•Research the meaning of the rose
in this painting.
•http://www.artlex.com
•http://wwar.com.masters.html



Whilst we are familiar with color and  shape as art
elements  they are also deeply significant in their own
right as symbols.

 For example, some religions such as Judaism and Islam
have developed a range of abstract shapes to represent
divine energy. The shape of the cross has become a
symbol for Christianity. Symbolic shapes also occur  in
many ancient and ethnic cultures.

LEARNING TASK-
•Find several different symbolic meanings for the
following three shapes – triangle, circle, square.

•The Secret Language of Symbols, 1993, David Fontana,
Pavilion Books Limited, London.
•http://www.artlex.com



Color is one of elements of art in which symbolism is most readily apparent because of the
immediate impact it has on human emotion. Colors possess power to arouse, calm, depress or
gladden, and color symbolism can be used on many different levels. Colors symbolize
different things to different cultures. For example – gold is the symbol of majesty, for the
ancient Egyptians it was linked to corn and Ra the sun god – upon which all life depended, to
the Hindus gold is a symbol of truth and to the ancient Greeks is was the symbol for reason
and immortality.
Learning task
Research the symbolism of a color.E.g. Red, Blue, Gold, Green, Violet, Black, White, Yellow.
Find three examples to support your research. They may be magazine images, art books
images or internet images. Present your findings to the class in a short, informal speech using
your images as examples.

•Signs, Symbols and Ciphers – Decoding the Message
•The Secret Language of Symbols, 1993, David Fontana, Pavilion Books Limited, London.
•http://www.artlex.com



CENTRAL WESTERN DESERT ART

From rock paintings & engravings to
carvings, sculpture and body decoration
-Australia's indigenous art is linked to
religious tradition. Images often depict
ancestral spirits from the Dreaming and
are symbolically rich.  Different shapes
and designs have specific meanings and
different levels of meaning – some levels
understood by all and others only by fully
initiated people.

Research and explain some of the
meaning  of the symbols and Dreaming
behind this Papunya artwork.

• Art In Sight, 1999, Lou Chamberlin,
McGraw-Hill, NSW, Ch. 5.
•www.ngv.vic.gov.au
•http://aboriginalart.com.au/gallery/gall
ery-intro.html

Old Man’s Dreaming on Death or Destiny,
1971, Old Mick Tjakamara, National Gallery of
Victoria.



Throughout history
 humans have used symbols
 for decorative purposes.
To the uninitiated they are seen as just that –
 a decoration. However they often represent  much
deeper life/spiritual meanings and may also signify rank
or social status.
Official costume in imperial China did just that. This
Emperor’s 18th C.silk robe
is embroidered with twelve imperial symbols.

Research the symbols, their meaning and their
significance to Chinese society and the role of the
Emperor. How would “Communism” have  felt about the
symbols? Have they survived? Are the symbols still
powerful today?  Discuss.

• Evolution & Revolution Chinese Dress 1700s – 1990s,
1997, Powerhouse Museum, Powerhouse Publishing,
Sydney.
• Chinese Dress, 1986, Verity Wilson, Victoria &
 Albert Museum, London.
• http://www.artlex.com
•The Secret Language of Symbols, 1993, David Fontana,
Pavilion Books Limited, London.

Dragon Robe, Pg 14, Chinese Dress, 1986, Verity Wilson,
Victoria & Albert Museum, London.





Symbols and Portraits

The Ambassadors
Hans Holbein the Younger (1497 –1543)
The National Galley London

Throughout history Symbols have been devised
by artists to express the personalities and interests
of people in portraits.
This Renaissance  painting was done during a
time of bitter rivalry between two versions of
Christianity  & brings together two close friends
who were working towards peace and
reconciliation
The  two men in the painting were trying to
reconcile two rival versions of Christianity that
were bitterly dividing Europe at that time.
Symbols are vital to the paintings deeper meaning.
They refer to the tense political and religious
climate of the day and to the wishes of the two
men to find a higher Truth that will allow them to
reach some resolution and peace.

•Macmillan Interpreting Art P 56- 57
•http://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/
•http://www.artlex.com



Symbols and Portraits

A lute with a broken string . A further
symbol of the division between the two
churches

An open hymn book with German translations
of Come Holy Spirit and the ten
Commandments. A symbol of the need for
God to come and help heal the divisions

A skull viewed up close at an extreme angle. A symbol of the
Vanity of all human activities and interests in the face of death.

A globe of the universe, together with a sundial, quadrant
and other instruments used for navigation and scientific
calculation. Symbols of the two friends’ learning.

Mosaic decoration copied from the sanctuary of an
abbey church in London. A symbol of the need to
find sanctuary and peace.

A crucifix partly covered by a curtain. A symbol of
the higher truth which has become the hidden and
difficult to find as a result of the division.


